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National Historic Preservation Act
Federal (Army) Requirements

• Section 106 (36CFR800)

– Consult with State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) and 
President’s Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP)

– Public process

– Make good faith efforts to avoid or minimize—or mitigate if effects 
cannot reasonably be avoided or minimized

• Section 110(f) (Raises the bar for NHLs)

– Requires Army to minimize harm to an NHL to “maximum extent 
possible”

– Requires addressing both direct and indirect actions—including future 
actions

– Requires consultation with Secretary of Interior



Legally Binding Programmatic 

Agreement (PA)

• Establishes the standard for future treatment and practice 
– Avoid or minimize adverse effects 

– Do no harm unless there are no prudent and feasible alternatives 

• Defines respective roles and responsibilities

• Provides a continuing framework for decision-making 

C.1923

C.1907



Long Term Preservation and 

Decision Making Framework

• The PA is the mechanism for Army to meet federal law by 
leaving in place a continuing process to consider, address, and 
avoid effects that are unknown at this time 

• Enforceable contractual agreement among the parties

• Lays out common principles:

– Preserve the National Historic Landmark status 

– Convey historic preservation easements or covenants should property be sold

– Establish a Zone Management Strategy

– Develop a Continuing Review Process

– Employ a qualified Historic Preservation Officer for Fort Monroe 

– Adopt design standards and a historic preservation manual based on national 
historic preservation standards and guidance documents 





What do the Design Standards contain?

C. 1953





Management Zones 





Architectural Styles











Building 103, 1971



Applying the Design Standards to Historic Properties at Fort Monroe



1. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or one that requires minimal change.



2. Avoid removing historic materials or spaces.

C. 1907



3. Each property is a physical record of its time; avoid creating a false sense of historical 

development.

George Wythe house

Williamsburg, Virginia



4. Respect historical changes that have acquired significance.

C. 1944



5. Preserve craftsmanship and distinctive features

C. 1915



6. Repair rather than replace

C. 1946



7. Use the gentlest means possible 

to clean historic materials.



8. Protect and preserve archaeological resources through the development process



9. New construction shall be compatible in massing, size and scale.



10. New additions will be undertaken in such a way that they can be removed in the future 

without harming the historic property



Preservation Briefs, Technical Notes and the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for the 

Treatment of Historic Properties










